DevMtg 2016-12-07

Developers Meeting on Weds, December 7, 2016

Today’s Meeting Times
- DSpace Developers Meeting / Backlog Hour: 20:00 UTC in #duraspace IRC

Agenda

Discussion Topics

1. DSpace 6.0 updates / recent issues (Please add any you want discussed)
   a. DSpace 6 requires Git? [https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/dspace-tech/ePevCFj8Otw]
   b. **DS-3409** - Handle of collections and communities are lost during migration using oracle [CLOSED]
   c. **DS-3410** - Indexes are lost at oracle [CLOSED]
   d. **DS-3406** - Sub-communities and collections not sorted alphabetically [CLOSED]
   e. **DS-3367** - Configurable Workflow authorization denied error [CLOSED]
   f. **DS-3361** - Blocking error trying the versioning system [CLOSED]
   g. **DS-3389** - Replication Task Suite add-on doesn’t work with DSpace 6 API [CLOSED]
   h. **DS-3348** - Allow AIP Restore of items with a lift date in the past [CLOSED]
   i. **DS-3283** - Mirage2: Edit Collection Source - No Field Label for Set Id [CLOSED]
   j. **DS-3284** - XMLUI Archived Submissions display in chronological order (in DSpace 5 it was reverse chronological) [CLOSED]
   k. **DS-3282** - Mirage2: Advanced Search Filters Do Not Display if one contains a "." [CLOSED]

2. Any other news / updates to share?
3. DSpace 7.0 updates
   a. [DSpace 7 Working Group](#) - Watch this page for initial ongoing updates on meetings, etc.
   b. NEXT MEETING: Tomorrow (Dec 1) at 15:00 UTC (Angular2 Mtg) and 16:00 UTC (REST Mtg)
4. Reviewing JIRA Tickets or PRs
   a. Please feel free to bring any that need eyes / immediate discussion
   b. JIRA Backlog of “Received” ticket
   c. All open PRs

Meeting Notes

Meeting Transcript

- IRC Transcript is available at - [http://irclogs.duraspace.org/index.php?date=2016-12-07](http://irclogs.duraspace.org/index.php?date=2016-12-07)

Action Items

(Action items go here, if any)